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Abstract

We study how information from stereotypes and role models influences children’s beliefs,

aspirations, and academic performance. We use a simple, stylized model of investment under

uncertainty to formalize how female math teachers may affect the beliefs of students exposed

to stereotypes about the math ability of each gender. It predicts differential effects by gender,

and much larger effects among children who think they are of low ability in math. We ex-

ploit random assignment of students to classes in nationally-representative data from Chinese

middle schools to test these predictions. We find that being assigned a female math teacher

generates large gains in beliefs, aspirations, investment, and test scores for girls who perceive

themselves to have low ability in math, generates moderate harms for boys with low perceived

math ability, and has no gender-specific impact on these outcomes for non-low perceived abil-

ity children. We find no evidence that female math teachers teach differently than male teachers

or give different praise or attention to low perceived ability students of different genders.
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1 Introduction

As a person goes through life, her beliefs are shaped by what she comes in contact with. These

beliefs inform both her decisions on how to spend her resources, such as time and effort, and her

aspirations for the future. This causal chain is particularly important in the formation of human

capital (e.g., Becker 1975; Koch et al. 2015; Lybbert and Wydick 2016b). Furthermore, because the

productivity of investment in human capital is partly determined by the amount of prior investment

(Cunha and Heckman, 2007), this link from information to beliefs and on to decisions about time

and effort in the early stages of life can have long-lasting consequences.

For example, if we erroneously tell a child she is of low ability in a given subject, she may

reduce her relevant investment in that subject. When she takes her next test in the subject, she will

get a lower score, reinforcing the erroneous message and potentially causing further reductions in

effort and time. Exposure to stereotypes about ability by gender and ethnicity sends precisely this

kind of message (Steele and Aronson, 1995; Steele, 2003; Bordalo et al., 2019). Recent evidence

suggests that exposure to gender stereotypes affects the interests and time use decisions of both

girls and boys as early as age seven (Bian et al., 2017) and that this may lead to underrepresentation

of women and minorities in several scientific fields where such information persists (Leslie et al.,

2015).

To counter these effects, many studies have found that matching students who face such stereo-

types with teachers of the same identity - e.g., assigning girl students to female teachers and mi-

nority students to minority teachers - improves students’ grades and persistence in school, and

may change their expressed interests and choice of professional field (c.f., Dee 2004; Bettinger

and Long 2005; Kofoed et al. 2017; Lim and Meer Forthcoming). Potential pathways for the ben-

efits of teacher-student identity match include differential teaching methods by teacher identity,

increased attention from teachers of the same identity, and the teacher serving as a role model for

children facing stereotypes.

In this paper, we aim to advance understanding of how teacher-student identity match con-

tributes to belief formation and shapes academic performance among children who are exposed to
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stereotypes. We study how children’ beliefs, actions, and academic performance are affected by

two interacting sources of information - stereotypes about gender-specific math ability and same-

gendered math teachers. First, we use a simple, two-period model of consumption with uncertainty

regarding returns to investment to predict who is most affected by teacher-student identity match

in a subject with identity-specific stereotypes. We then take the model’s predictions to rich data

from Chinese middle schools which allow us to test these predictions and alternative hypotheses.

In our model, children are uncertain about their own ability in math and the returns to exerting

math-related effort in school, and update their beliefs in response to the information they encounter.

Teachers try to send the message that the student can achieve in math, and the signal they send is

more credible if they share a gender with the child. The model’s core prediction is that how much

children update their beliefs in response to this message varies by two factors: one, the credibility

of the signal the teacher sends, and two, the distance of this message from the students’ prior about

her own ability. This means that children who think they are of low ability are most likely to be

affected by female math teachers.1

The model generates three specific, testable predictions. First, we predict that being assigned

a female math teacher should generate gains for those girls who perceive themselves to be of low

ability in math and whose beliefs about their own ability have been depressed by exposure to the

stereotype that boys are better than girls at learning math. Second, we predict that being assigned

a female math teacher should generate losses for low perceived ability boys, whose beliefs about

their own ability have been inflated by exposure to the stereotype, and who may need a male math

teacher to sustain their belief in their own ability to achieve in the subject. Third, we predict small

or no effects for both boys and girls who are more certain they are of average or high ability.

We take these predictions to data from a nationally representative set of Chinese middle schools.

This data has two features which facilitate our analysis. One, in this setting there is widespread

belief among children that boys are better than girls in learning math, despite the fact that girls out-

perform boys in mathematics. Two, there is random assignment of students to classrooms, which

1Bedard and Fischer (2019) find that students who perceive themselves to be low in the ability distribution are most
affected by the threat of competition. See Jouini et al. (2018) for a more thorough theoretical treatment of these issues.
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gives us random assignment of teacher gender to student gender. This source of plausibly exoge-

nous variation has been used in several other studies of classroom configuration, both using data

from Chinese middle schools (e.g., He et al. 2017; Gong et al. 2018) as well as in other countries

(e.g., Lavy and Schlosser 2011; Lim and Meer 2017).

We estimate the effects of teacher-student gender match on girls’ and boys’ beliefs, behaviors,

and academic outcomes, investigating heterogeneity in effect estimates by whether the student

perceives her/himself to be of low ability in math prior to entering middle school. Our results

match with the model’s three predictions. First, girls who believe they are of low ability and who

are assigned to female math teachers gain relative to all other low perceived ability children. They

are 20 percentage points less likely to perceive their current math class as “very difficult” (from a

baseline of 80%), are 11 percentage points less likely to aspire to jobs in the visual or language arts

(baseline 23%), are nine percentage points more likely to enroll in mathematics tutoring (baseline

15%), and score 0.45 standard deviations (SD) better on a standardized math exam. Second, the

beliefs and performance of low perceived ability boys assigned to female math teachers appear to

deteriorate relative to those of boys assigned to male math teachers: they are 10 percentage points

more likely to perceive math as very difficult, are eight percentage points less likely to enroll in

math tutoring, and experience a non-significant (but relatively large) 0.15 SD drop in their math

exam score. Third, we find no evidence of teacher-student gender match effects on the beliefs,

aspirations, or test scores of girls or boys who enter middle school believing themselves to be of

average or high ability in math.

Our results are robust across three different methods for defining low perceived ability, and

persist when a subset of the students are tested again a year later. We conduct a battery of tests

for the possibility that variation in teaching methods, aptitude, or effort between male and female

teachers drive the effects we observe instead of the role model channel. We find no evidence that

any of these differentially affect low perceived ability students. We use data on how frequently the

teacher calls on and, separately, praises each student, to test for the possibility that female math

teachers give extra attention to low perceived ability girls. Again, we find no evidence of such
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differential treatment.

Our work adds to two active literatures. The first is the budding set of studies on the forma-

tion of aspirations and beliefs and their role in forward-looking decisions, especially those related

to human capital formation (e.g., Bernard et al., 2014; Macours and Vakis, 2014; Lybbert and

Wydick, 2016a; Kofoed et al., 2017; Ross, 2017). We further this work by generating evidence

that teacher-student identity match can help shape beliefs about ability and aspirations, particu-

larly among children who enter a new environment (e.g., a new level of schooling) with a high

level of uncertainty about their own ability and whose beliefs about themselves have been affected

by exposure to stereotypes (Bian et al., 2017; Bordalo et al., 2019).

The second is the teacher-student identity match literature (e.g., Dee, 2004; Bettinger and Long,

2005; Carrell et al., 2010; Lim and Meer, 2017). The closest paper to ours is Gong et al. (2018),

who use the same data we use to study the salutary effects of teacher-student gender match on all

female students’ academic outcomes and non-cognitive skills, aggregated across subjects (math,

English, and Chinese). We advance on this previous work in two ways: one, we focus on the in-

terplay between stereotypes, role models, and certainty of beliefs about ability, and two, we show,

both conceptually and empirically, that the power of the messages that shared-identity teachers

send to students about their potential to succeed in a subject may depend crucially on the distance

of the message from the students’ prior. This finding has important potential implications for how

we assign students to teachers; it also complements recent work showing that shared-identity teach-

ers serve as role models in other contexts, shaping career choices of stereotyped-against college

students in the US (Carrell et al., 2010; Kofoed et al., 2017; Porter and Serra, 2017).

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 presents our conceptual framework, Sec-

tion 3 briefly describes the setting we study, Section 4 describes our data sources and empirical

strategy, Section 5 presents our main empirical results, Section 6 tests alternative explanations for

our results and discusses the limitations of our study, and Section 7 concludes.
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2 Conceptual framework

In this section, we use a simple two period model of consumption under uncertainty about the

returns to investment to formalize our predictions of how different sources of information - stereo-

types and teacher-student identity match - affect child beliefs, investment decisions, and perfor-

mance.2 We start with the premise that exposure to stereotypes can distort beliefs about oneself

(e.g., Bian et al., 2017; Bordalo et al., 2019). Both across countries and in our Chinese data,

girls express a disproportionate lack of confidence in their own ability in math as well as in the

math ability of their gender; at least some of this difference is attributed to children’s exposure to

the stereotype that boys are better than girls at learning math (Beilock et al., 2010; OECD, 2015;

Rodríguez-Planas and Nollenberger, 2018). The empirical literature in psychology demonstrates

that these beliefs directly contribute to worse performance among women via two channels. First,

anxiety because of “stereotype threat” (Shih et al., 1999; Spencer et al., 1999; Niederle and Vester-

lund, 2010; Cheryan, 2012) could lead to lower performance on high-stakes math assessments,

which would in turn affect later life outcomes. Second, negative gender norms may exert down-

ward pressure on a child’s beliefs about her returns to investment, causing girls to invest less effort,

enthusiasm, and time in studying for math (Bian et al., 2017). As described in the introduction,

this would lead to lower performance, confirming the once-erroneous content of the stereotype

and, potentially, causing a subsequent further reduction in effort.

Encountering a female math teacher may affect children’s views about their ability and the po-

tential positive returns to their effort in math, particularly for children who were uncertain whether

they could succeed in the subject. For girls, by virtue of shared gender, the female teacher provides

a credible example of the returns to such effort (Carrell et al., 2010; Wilson, 2012; Genicot and

Ray, 2017) which, in turn, may change girls’ willingness to exert effort in the subject area (Nixon

and Robinson, 1999; Beaman et al., 2009; Gunderson et al., 2012). In other words, the female

teacher serves as a role model for girls. For boys, encountering a female math teacher in middle

2A version of this model was initially conceived during Eble’s PhD research. Its genesis predates the empirical
work here by several years and informed our plan of analysis.
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school math - a stage when the subject matter gets much harder - could induce them to revise their

beliefs about their ability in math downward, i.e., providing evidence that they are not necessarily

good at math just because of their gender.

To formalize this intuition, we place our analysis in the context of a canonical two period model

of consumption and savings.3 Individuals face the following consumption problem:

max
si

E[u(y1− si,y2 + ri ∗ si)] (1)

We index the individual in the superscript and time in the subscript. We assume utility from

consumption is concave in both periods. We define yt as income in period t, si as the savings of

individual i in period 1, and ri as individual i’s belief about her return on saving in period 1, earned

in period 2. Instead of modeling savings as money, here the savings technology is investment in

human capital, a combination of effort and time exerted beyond the bare minimum in class, on

homework, and in seeking out extra assistance via tutoring. We normalize this to zero when the

student exerts the minimum possible effort. We assume ri is a function of the individual’s ability

endowment and the informational environment the individual faces, which can include information

gleaned from parents, peers, the media, and so forth. In Figure 1, we depict this static part of our

model graphically, with s∗ indicating the solution to the individual’s optimization problem.

We introduce stereotypes through ri. We assume there is part of the positive support of r,

[0,r), over which the interest rate does not justify investment. For some of the individuals whose

perceived return on investment falls in this range, their low ri is caused by incorrect information,

that is, exposure to either stochastic shocks or group-based messages about ability such as stereo-

types. These individuals will rationally but sub-optimally choose not to invest. Similarly, there

will be some individuals who believe, incorrectly, that ri > r. Some of these individuals will hold

this belief as a result of being told they are certain to have high returns simply because of their

membership in a group (such as the male gender) alleged to be of superior ability.

We focus on how ri changes in response to new information. How much ri changes in response

3Jouini et al. (2018) formulate a richer model of many of these same issues.
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Figure 1: Visual depiction of the model

ri

si

max
si

E[u(y1− si,y2 + ri ∗ si)]

s∗ = max{si,0}

si |
r

to such information will depend on two parameters of the signal: one, its credibility, and two, the

difference between the individual’s prior and the new information provided by the signal. For girl

students who perceive themselves to be of sufficiently low ability in math that they fall into the

the [0,r) part of the support of ri, being assigned a same-gendered math teacher provides a signal

of the potential for returns to investment in human capital that is both credible and novel. The

signal is credible because of the teacher’s shared gender. It is novel because it is far from these

children’s priors, which have been formed both by gender stereotypes and the low signals about

ability received up to that point.

The converse of this prediction also holds. For boy students who perceive themselves to be

of sufficiently low ability that they are near but not below r, seeing a female teacher teaching a

challenging math class provides a far less credible message that they can succeed in math. Because

their beliefs about ri have been artificially inflated by exposure to the stereotype that they are

inherently better in math, receiving a less credible signal of their high ability and being confronted

with difficult content (as happens at the transition to middle school math) may cause some boys

to revise their beliefs downward to ri < r. For both boys and girls who think they are higher in

the ability distribution, the signal sent by the teacher is closer to their prior, and therefore not
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informationally salient enough to change their beliefs.

This framework generates three main predictions that we take to our data. Prediction one is

that girls assigned to a female math teacher will update their prior on their ability to productively

invest in human capital more than boys assigned to either a female or male math teacher; this will

in turn cause them to increase their investment and improve their performance. This is the standard

prediction from previous studies of role models and teacher-student identity match (e.g., Bettinger

and Long 2005; Porter and Serra 2017). Predictions two and three comprise our advance on the

existing literature. Prediction two is that low-perceived ability girls will make much larger updates

to their prior than high perceived ability girls in response to encountering a female math teacher.

Prediction three is that being assigned a female math teacher, as opposed to a male one, will reduce

low perceived ability boys’ belief in their ability to productively invest in themselves. We present

a more formal setup of these predictions, and the logic used to reach them, in Appendix C.

3 Setting

In our empirical work, we study a nationally representative sample of students who entered Chi-

nese middle schools in the early 2010’s. Since 1986, middle school has been compulsory in China.

Since 2006, a separate law has banned tracking of students to different classes based on demon-

strated ability or academic performance. There are currently two permitted methods of assigning

students to classes in China’s middle schools: (1) purely random assignment and (2) assignment of

students to maintain similar average levels of performance across classes, based either on students’

academic performance on primary school graduation examinations or on diagnostic examinations

arranged by the middle school.

Primary school graduates are assigned to a neighborhood middle school according to local

educational authorities’ regulations, e.g., districting. In the first system, they are then randomly

assigned to classes by lottery or another quasi-random method.4 In the second system, students

4For instance, according to alphabetical order by surname, i.e., every nth student assigned to the nth class.
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are assigned to classes by an algorithm which takes into account their academic performance at

the beginning of the seventh grade and enforces a “balanced assignment” rule, requiring that the

average quality of students be comparable across classes and the class not be bifurcated (Carman

and Zhang, 2012).5 Several recent papers exploit this random assignment of students to classes and

provide explanations of the two different assignment mechanisms (Hu, 2015; He et al., 2017; Gong

et al., 2018). Because a child’s school is determined by place of residence and families are only

allowed to send their children to schools in the area where their household residence permit was

issued, there is little scope for sorting into schools/school districts with(out) random assignment.

In our empirical analysis, we exploit these two methods of assigning students to classes as

providing potentially quasi-random matching of student gender to teacher gender. As described in

Hu (2015) and Gong et al. (2018), who use the same data as we do, this system is not implemented

with perfect fidelity. Despite the banning of class tracking, as students progress through middle

school some schools may assign students to classes based on their academic performance in order

to better prepare top students for the entrance examination; this practice is more common in the

eighth and ninth grades than in the seventh. In this analysis, as in Hu (2015) and Gong et al.

(2018), we restrict our attention to students randomly assigned to classes in the seventh grade

and to students in those schools where random assignment of students to classes is maintained

throughout middle school.

This paper was written concurrently with (and independently of) Gong et al. (2018), who use

the first wave of the same dataset we use and a similar identification strategy, but who ask a separate

research question using a different subsample of the data. Our paper studies how teacher-student

identity match and gender stereotypes about math ability interact to shape children’s beliefs about

their own ability and their performance in mathematics. We use the guidance of our model to

study how the information delivered by these two sources affects children differentially depending

on the child’s perception of her or his own ability. Gong et al. instead study the salutary effects of

teacher-student gender match on all female students’ academic outcomes and non-cognitive skills,

5In Appendix D, we provide a description of this type of assignment rule, borrowing from He et al. (2017).
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aggregated across subjects (math, English, and Chinese). Their paper studies all children and does

not differentiate between low and high perceived ability groups or between subjects which do or

do not have stereotypes suggesting girls are of lower ability than boys. Using the first wave of

the CEPS data, their sample (all classes, not just mathematics) and removing the perceived ability

interaction terms, we are able to reproduce their findings. Finally, we differ from Gong et al. in our

ability to show effects over time. Gong et al. use only the first wave of the CEPS; we also include

the second wave of the data, allowing us to present how the effects we measure change as students

progress through school.

4 Data and empirical strategy

This section describes our data sources and empirical approach. Section 4.1 outlines the data we

use and provides summary statistics. Section 4.2 describes the empirical strategy we use, and

Section 4.3 states and tests our main identifying assumptions.

4.1 Data sources

The main data source we use in this paper is the baseline wave of the China Education Panel Survey

(CEPS) conducted by the National Survey Research Center at Renmin University of China.6 The

CEPS is a nationally representative longitudinal survey that aims to track middle school students

through their educational progress and later labor market activities. Its sample was selected using

a stratified, multistage sampling design with probability proportional to size, randomly selecting

approximately 20,000 seventh and ninth grade students from 438 classes in 112 schools from 28

counties across mainland China during the 2013-2014 academic year. In each selected school, four

classes were randomly chosen, two from the seventh grade and two from the ninth. All students in

the selected classes were then surveyed. The CEPS uses five different questionnaires, administered

to students, parents, homeroom (banzhuren) teachers, main subject (math, Chinese, and English)

6In Section 5.4 we provide supplementary analyses using the second wave, which only contains data for a subset
of children.
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teachers, and school administrators, respectively. It is China’s first nationally representative sur-

vey targeting middle school students, comparable to the Adolescent Health Longitudinal Studies

(AddHealth) in the U.S. and the National Education Panel Survey (NEPS) in Europe.

The CEPS contains rich demographic data on students, their families, and their teachers, as well

as detailed information on students’ beliefs, aspirations, and time use. It also collects administra-

tive school records on students’ midterm test scores in the following three compulsory subjects:

math, Chinese, and English. The scores are standardized in terms of school and grade, with a mean

of 70 and a standard deviation of 10. They are (relatively) low stakes exams, graded collectively

by the math teachers in the student’s grade. Although their grading is not always blinded, Gong et

al. (2018) argue that blinded grading is common in these particular tests. In footnote 7, we make a

slightly weaker argument: that low stakes math exam scores are unlikely to be substantially biased

by teacher gender, and it is even less likely that they will be differentially biased for low perceived

ability girls assigned to female teachers.7

The survey also collects data on the assignment mechanism used to assign students to class-

rooms, collected both from school principals and homeroom teachers.8 The options are 1) track-

ing, 2) assignment according to students’ household registration location, 3) either literally random

assignment (“sui ji”, meaning ’by chance’) or according to the average-equilibrating algorithm de-

scribed above, or 4) through other methods. About 85% of middle schools in our data assigned

entering students to classes in either a random or an average-equalizing manner. Among those

schools, one third reassigned students based on past academic performance when they entered the

eighth or ninth grade.

7First, midterm exams in mathematics offer less scope for manipulation than English or Chinese because they are
graded on more objective criteria (e.g., was the number produced the correct answer?). Second, in Section 6 we present
evidence (Table 6) that female teachers do not favor girls or low perceived ability girls either with more opportunities
to respond to questions or with more praise in the classroom, suggesting that female math teachers may also not favor
low performing girls in grading.

8This data is self-reported. We argue that reporting bias in the assignment mechanism data is unlikely because the
data collection process stresses the anonymity of the data (all identifying information is removed from the datasets
released to scholars) and the data is collected by academics and graduate students, not government officials. We also
limit the analysis to grades where both school principals and homeroom teachers report use of random assignment.
Homeroom teachers are less likely than principals to face potential negative consequences of the school using a non-
random assignment mechanism, and this restriction serves as a further check on the principal’s self-report.
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In our analysis, we will treat assignment to class as random for seventh graders in those schools

reporting use of either purely random assignment or the average-equalization algorithm to assign

seventh-grade students to classes, and for ninth graders in the subset of these schools which also

report not reassigning eighth and ninth grade students to new classes in terms of previous academic

performance after initial quasi-random assignment in the seventh grade. If this assumption is valid,

our approach allows us to causally estimate the effect of teacher gender on student outcomes. This

restriction is the same as in Hu (2015) and Gong et al. (2018), who also show the validity of this

approach for causal inference using these data.

For brevity, we describe our summary results here and present tables in the appendix. Table

A.1 presents summary statistics for students by gender for those students randomly assigned to

classrooms, and Table A.2 shows summary statistics for teachers in the classrooms studied in

Table A.1. Among the children in our sample, the average age of girls is lower than that of boys,

and girls are more likely to have more educated parents and higher family incomes. Girls in our

sample also have more siblings than boys, a consequence of the prevailing son-favoring tradition

and the birth control policy in China, which allows for multiple children in some cases if the first

child is a girl. Finally, girls perform better than boys on math tests administered at the school level.

Thirty-nine percent of the math teachers in our data are male, alleviating the challenge faced

in Antecol et al. (2015) where there was an insufficient number of male teachers to draw strong

conclusions from some of the comparisons made. Female math teachers are on average younger

and less experienced than their male counterparts. Overall, female teachers appear to be slightly

more qualified than their male counterparts in terms of education and proportion having won a

teaching award at the province or national level.9

The significant differences in characteristics between girls and boys and between female and

male math teachers above may reflect certain gender-specific patterns at the region or school level.

For instance, girls and female teachers may be more likely to come from urban schools. In the

next subsection, we show evidence that our empirical approach reduces the risk of potential bias

9A teaching award at the national level is the most prestigious, followed by an award at the province level, and
awards at the city level (the smallest of the three geographical units) are the least prestigious.
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stemming from such heterogeneity between teachers, between schools. Specifically, our main

specification compares outcomes of children within a school, within a grade, between children in

a classroom with a female teacher and those in a classroom with a male teacher. The observed

differences attenuate dramatically and cease to be significant at this level of comparison.

4.1.1 Classifying students as “low perceived ability”

We use three different specifications for classifying students as low perceived ability or not; our

results are robust to choice of specification. For all three classifications, we assume that, in ex-

pectation, the ri of students we classify as low perceived ability is closer to r than that of students

we classify as high perceived ability. Our main specification uses the question CEPS asks stu-

dents how difficult they found learning math in the sixth (and final) grade of primary school to

proxy for students’ perception of their ability.10 Specifically, we classify those students who found

learning math in the sixth grade to be “very difficult” as low perceived ability. We classify those

who report sixth grade math to be “somewhat difficult,” “not so difficult,” or “easy” not to be of

low perceived ability. In Table A.4 we show characteristics of students, by gender, for both of the

perceived ability groups thus defined. Gaps between boys and girls described earlier persist across

groups though, consistent with stereotypes, a higher proportion of girls perceive themselves to be

low perceived ability than do boys (11.7% vs. 8.9%).

Our two alternative specifications for defining low perceived ability are as follows: in the first

specification, we classify respondents who report sixth grade math to be either “very difficult” or

“somewhat difficult” as low perceived ability; in the second, we classify those respondents as low

perceived ability who score below the median level in the distribution of test scores within their

teacher-student gender pairing cell (e.g., separately for boys assigned to female teachers, girls to

female teachers, and so on). We summarize results using these two alternative specifications in the

body of the paper next to the relevant analyses and report them in tabular form in the appendix.

10This is not intended to proxy for a student’s actual ability, but rather, to (noisily) measure how able she thinks
herself to be.
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4.2 Empirical strategy

In this subsection we explain our estimating equation, which aims to identify the effects of being

assigned a female math teacher on female and on male students differentially by their perceived

ability. We estimate the following reduced form regression equation:

Yicg j = β0 +β1FSicg j +β2FTcg j +β3(FSicg j ∗FTcg j)+ γ0LPAicg j + γ1(LPAicg j ∗FSicg j)+

γ2(LPAicg j ∗FTcg j)+ γ3[LPAicg j ∗ (FSicg j ∗FTcg j)]+β4SCicg j +β5TCcg j +ηg j + εicg j

(2)

The variables are defined as follows: Yicg j denotes the outcome of interest for student i in class

c of grade g in school j. FSicg j is an indicator equal to one if student i is female, and FTcg j is

also an indicator, equal to one if the teacher in class c in grade g of school j is female. LPAicg j

is an indicator equal to one if the student perceives herself to be of low ability. SCicg j is a vector

of predetermined characteristics at the student level, TCcg j is a similar vector for teachers, ηg j is

a set of grade-by-school fixed effects, and εicg j is a robust standard error, clustered at the school

level to allow for heteroskedasticity and arbitrary serial correlation across students within a given

school.11

Unless otherwise specified, the controlled-for student-level characteristics determined prior to

assignment of teacher gender include age, ethnicity (either Han or non-Han), hukou status (agri-

cultural or not), parents’ education levels, the child’s number of siblings, and a categorical measure

of household income (low income or not). The teacher-level predetermined characteristics include

teacher age, education level, years of work experience, whether the teacher graduated from a nor-

mal (i.e., teacher training) university, whether the teacher holds a senior rank, and whether she or

he has won teaching awards at the city, province, or national level, respectively.

Intuitively, our estimation strategy compares the academic performance of students who study

in the same grade in a middle school and share background characteristics, but are randomly as-

signed to either a female or male math teacher. Our identifying assumption is that, by virtue of

random assignment, the match of FSicg j to FTcg j is orthogonal to predetermined characteristics

11All of our results continue to hold if we instead cluster at the (less conservative) classroom level.
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which may influence beliefs, investment, or achievement. We test this assumption later in this

section.

All of our estimated coefficients display children’s performance relative to non-low perceived

ability boys assigned to a male teacher (the omitted category). The coefficients β1, β2, and β3

indicate how all children with a certain characteristic (e.g., β1: girls; β2: children assigned to a

female teacher; β3: girls assigned to a female teacher) compare to this group. The coefficients

γ1, γ2, and γ3 indicate how low perceived ability children with these same characteristics (girls,

students assigned to a female teacher, and the interaction) fare relative to low perceived ability

boys assigned to male teachers.

To emphasize how we advance on the existing teacher-student identity match literature, we

present our main results - for beliefs and for academic performance - sequentially. First, we show

results estimated using the standard teacher-student gender match specification, i.e., without the

low perceived ability interaction terms, as is done in most prior work (e.g., Muralidharan and

Sheth, 2016; Lim and Meer, 2017. Second, we present results from the fully specified model,

which includes the low perceived ability variable and its interactions. For the sake of (relative)

brevity, we show estimates from only the fully specified model for our other results.

Our model generates clear predictions for three parameters. The first is for β3 in the standard

model and β3 and γ3 in the fully specified model, which we interpret as quasi-experimental esti-

mates of the effect of being assigned a female math teacher on (low-perceived ability) girls relative

to the effect for (low perceived ability) boys. This captures the effect of teacher-student gender

match on the “gender gap” (Dee, 2007; Muralidharan and Sundararaman, 2011; Lim and Meer,

2017). Prediction 1 is that these coefficients should be non-zero and point in the direction of re-

ducing the gender gap, e.g., positive for test scores and negative for perceived difficulty of math.

The second parameter prediction is for γ3, the effect on the gender gap for low perceived ability

girls. Prediction 2 of our model is that γ3 should be substantially larger in magnitude than β3 in the

fully specified model. Prediction 3 of our model pertains to γ2. This coefficient captures the effect

on all low perceived ability students of being paired with a female teacher, using those assigned to
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a male teacher as the comparison. By virtue of the inclusion of γ3, γ2 is also the entire effect of

being assigned a female math teacher on low perceived ability boys. The model predicts γ2 and γ3

to differ in sign.

Note that if either prediction 1 or 3 is satisfied, it addresses concerns that “reversion to the

mean” could be driving our results. The concern is that perhaps our low perceived ability students

merely had a bad draw in their sixth grade test scores and this caused them to revise their beliefs

about their ability downwards. Mean reversion predicts they would be likely to have a normal

draw in seventh grade (Chay et al., 2005). This would raise their perceived ability and, possibly,

test scores relative to others’. Such mean reversion, however, would lead to the prediction that all

low perceived ability students should have a secular gain in test scores. Neither a positive γ3 nor a

difference in sign between γ2 and γ3 can be explained by reversion to the mean.

There are several parameters of ancillary interest that are derived from different combinations

of the coefficients we estimate in equation 2, and we will explicitly address a few of these in our

discussion of the empirical results. First, γ2 + γ3 yields the total effect on low perceived ability

girls of being assigned a female math teacher relative to low perceived ability girls assigned a male

teacher (that is, it is the sum of the effect of being assigned a female teacher on low perceived

ability students and the effect of being assigned a female teacher specific to low perceived ability

girls). Second, β3 + γ3 yields the total effect of teacher-student gender match on the gender gap

for low perceived ability girls (i.e., making the comparison group all boys, not only low perceived

ability boys).

4.3 Identification

If our assumption of orthogonality is satisfied, estimating equation 2 using OLS should recover

unbiased estimates of these parameters. To test this assumption - that within a grade within a given

school, the match of student gender to teacher gender is as good as random - we follow Antecol

et al. (2015), regressing math teacher gender on the same set of observable, predetermined student
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and family characteristics described above that we control for in our main empirical specification.12

We conduct two regressions - one without any fixed effects, and a second with the grade-by-school

fixed effects we use in our main empirical specification. For each regression we present coeffi-

cient estimates and report the F-statistic and p-value from a Wald Test of the joint significance

of the regressors. We present these results in columns 1 and 2 of Table 1. With the inclusion of

grade-by-school fixed effects, our F-test fails to reject the null that the regressors are together not

significant predictors of teacher gender (column 2). Though one of the twelve individual coeffi-

cients is statistically significant, this is consistent with statistical chance. These results support our

main identifying assumption that students’ observable predetermined background characteristics

are balanced along the gender of math teachers within the same grade in a given school.13 While

we cannot rule out the possibility that in some cases influential parents or individuals successfully

lobbied to be placed with a certain teacher, we conclude from these results that such non-random

matching of teachers to children is unlikely to be common enough to substantially bias our esti-

mates.

Another descriptive comparison of interest is teacher quality across genders. This paper aims

to investigate the effect of female math teachers on student achievement. To ensure that we are

isolating the effect of gender, we need to establish whether male and female teachers differ on

observable characteristics, such as teaching skill, which could drive any effects we measure (Cho,

2012; Antecol et al., 2015). To do so, we conduct an empirical test similar to that in Table 1, only

with the analysis at the teacher level. The predetermined characteristics we include on the right

hand side are age, a dummy for having earned a full-time bachelor’s degree or higher qualifica-

tion, a dummy for having attended a “normal” university (i.e., a university specializing in teacher

training), years of teaching experience, and two dummies for having won a teaching award at two

different levels, respectively. After conditioning on grade-by-school fixed effects, we again fail to

reject the null that within a grade within a school, these characteristics are not jointly predictive of

12This method is also discussed in Hansen and Bowers (2008) and Bruhn and McKenzie (2009).
13Though we would like to conduct a synthetic randomization test, as in Carrell and West (2010) and Kofoed et

al. (2017), we lack pre-assignment performance data. As a result, we cannot further test our assumption that class
assignment is orthogonal to student aptitude.
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the teacher’s gender. Table A.3 reports these estimation results.

As we rely on teachers’ and principals’ reports of whether they use tracking or random assign-

ment, it may also be the case that some schools which report using random assignment in fact use

tracking. Deliberate misreporting of tracking as “random” would bias upward our estimates of

the effect of female teachers on the best students (i.e., β3) and bias downward the effect on worse

students (γ3), who are less likely to be assigned to “good” teachers under a tracking system in

which the administrators are seeking to maximize the performance of the best students. Bias from

this misreporting would push our coefficient estimates in the opposite direction of our framework’s

main predictions.

We note that our perceived ability data is observed at the same time as all of the other data,

specifically, after teacher assignment. It is possible, therefore, that teacher gender may affect a

child’s report of the difficulty she had in primary school math, possibly in a way that is correlated

with controlled-for predetermined characteristics such as gender. To test for this possibility, we run

the same regressions of teacher gender on our list of predetermined characteristic controls, only

restricting our analysis to low perceived ability students. We show our results in columns 3 and

4 of Table 1. The general pattern is the same as that for the entire sample - after controlling for

grade-by-school fixed effects, only one of the 12 estimated coefficients is statistically significant

and we fail to reject the null that these characteristics are jointly insignificant predictors of teacher

gender. In other words, we find no evidence that predetermined student characteristics impact

a child’s likelihood of reporting low perceived ability (i.e., presence in the low perceived ability

sample) in a way that is correlated with the gender of their math teacher.

It is also possible that the determinants of perceived ability differ between boys and girls in a

way that may predict their test scores. If this were true, it would influence our interpretation of

γ3. To examine this possibility, we regress test scores on the vector of student-level predetermined

characteristics and, using these coefficients, generate a predicted test score for each student. In

Figure A.1, we plot these predicted test scores separately for boys and girls in each of the two per-

ceived ability groups. These plots show no evidence of differences in the distribution of predicted
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Table 1: Test for randomization

Full sample Low perceived ability
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Number of siblings -0.021 -0.006 -0.026 0.001
(0.016) (0.006) (0.025) (0.013)

Household is poor -0.053 0.005 -0.100** 0.014
(0.033) (0.013) (0.046) (0.026)

Female 0.000 0.003 -0.078** -0.015
(0.012) (0.005) (0.037) (0.016)

Age -0.040 -0.011** -0.071*** -0.006
(0.025) (0.005) (0.028) (0.007)

Ethnic minority -0.150* 0.013 -0.109 0.026
(0.089) (0.018) (0.099) (0.023)

Holds agricultural hukou -0.057* -0.010 -0.112* -0.042
(0.032) (0.013) (0.057) (0.032)

Mother’s education level
Middle school 0.125*** 0.009 0.140*** -0.008

(0.031) (0.013) (0.046) (0.022)
High/technical school 0.112*** 0.003 0.115 0.043

(0.035) (0.013) (0.074) (0.038)
College or above 0.139*** 0.005 0.066 -0.069

(0.041) (0.015) (0.102) (0.065)

Father’s education level
Middle school 0.038* -0.010 0.065 -0.012

(0.022) (0.009) (0.040) (0.027)
High/technical school 0.022 0.000 0.018 -0.041

(0.030) (0.014) (0.063) (0.045)
College or above 0.051 0.010 0.267*** 0.149***

(0.036) (0.017) (0.075) (0.061)

Low perceived ability in math -0.058* -0.015
(0.033) (0.018)

Grade-by-school fixed effects X X

Number of observations 8,294 8,294 850 850

R-squared 0.08 0.66 0.18 0.85

Joint test F-statistic 3.21 0.97 14.27 1.55
[p-value] [0.00] [0.48] [0.00] [0.12]

Notes: This table shows results from four separate regressions of math teacher gender (=1 if fe-
male) on the set of independent variables listed in the first column, following the test in Antecol et
al. (2015). Columns 1 and 2 show estimates generated using the entire sample and columns 3 and
4 show estimates generated using the low perceived ability group only.
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test scores between genders in either group.

5 Main empirical results

In this section, we present results from applying our empirical strategy to the CEPS data. First,

we estimate the impact of teacher-student gender match in mathematics on children’s beliefs and

aspirations. We then look at how this match affects investment in human capital and performance

in mathematics.

5.1 Beliefs and aspirations

In this subsection, we conduct tests of the model’s prediction that being assigned a female math

teacher should positively affect beliefs and aspirations for low perceived ability girls and negatively

affect them for low perceived ability boys. We investigate the impact of teacher gender on two

belief variables: perceived difficulty of current math class and the careers to which students aspire.

Our specification follows equation 2, using grade-by-school fixed effects and the full battery of

controls for students and teachers. We also control for students’ math test scores, allowing us to

compare changes in beliefs while controlling for performance (our results are robust to removing

these from the specification).

For the analysis of perceived difficulty, we use students’ response to the prompt “how difficult

do you find your current math class to be?”14 The potential responses are “very difficult,” “some-

what difficult,” “not so difficult,” and “not difficult at all”, and we code the variable, as we do with

perceived ability, with an indicator equal to one if the response is “very difficult.” To study the

impact of teacher-student gender match on aspirations, we use children’s response to the prompt

“what job would you most like to do when you grow up?” There are several possible responses

to the question.15 We investigated two potential outcomes: one, on the lower end of aspirational

14Recall that the baseline perceived ability question asked about the child’s experience in the sixth grade; this
question refers to the child’s current experience in either the seventh or ninth grade.

15The options are 1. Government Official, 2. Business manager, 3. Scientist/engineer, 4. Teacher/doctor/lawyer, 5.
Designer, 6. Artist/actor, 7. Athlete, 8. Skilled worker, 9. Other, 10. Don’t care, 11. Don’t know.
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change, we created a variable for whether or not the child aspired to jobs traditionally associated

with women16; two, we created a variable for whether or not the child aspired to jobs in the STEM

fields.

We present our results in Table 2. First, we show results with the standard teacher-student gen-

der match specification (as in, e.g., Muralidharan and Sheth, 2016), in columns 1 and 3. Second,

we present results from the fully specified model, which includes the low perceived ability vari-

able and its interactions, in columns 2 and 4. In column 1, being assigned a female math teacher

is associated with an eight percentage point drop in the likelihood of girls perceiving math to be

difficult. In column 2, adding in the low perceived ability interactions, we see that all of these

benefits appear to accrue to low perceived ability girls assigned to female math teachers: being

taught by a female math teacher reduces low perceived ability girls’ probability of perceiving math

as “very difficult” (γ3) by 20 percentage points. While the estimated effect for non-low perceived

ability girls assigned to a female teacher (β3) is the same sign as for the low perceived ability

girls, it is an order of magnitude smaller and not statistically significant. Being assigned a female

math teacher is also associated with a 10 percentage point increase in low perceived ability boys’

perceived difficulty of math (γ2). These results accord with predictions 1-3 from the model.

We also present results visually in Figure 2. In this figure, we plot the distribution of perceived

difficulty of the current math class for each possible teacher-student gender pairing. In Panel A, we

restrict the sample to low perceived ability children. This shows the same pattern as the coefficients

- low perceived ability girls assigned to a female teacher are at least 20 percentage points less likely

to perceive math to be very difficult than any other group, and low perceived ability boys assigned

to female math teachers are at least 10 percentage points more likely to find math very difficult

than any other group. In Panel B, we show the same results for the non-low perceived ability

group. Consistent with our framework’s predictions, Panel B shows no detectable difference in the

perceived difficulty of the current math class between non-low perceived ability girls assigned to

16In the raw data, women are most likely to choose jobs in the language and visual arts (designer; artist/actor), and
we generate a variable “aspires to jobs in art and design” equal to one if the job aspired to is one of these and equal to
zero otherwise.
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female teachers and all other groups.

Table A.5 shows these results for the alternative specification of low perceived ability, where

we observe an 11 percentage point decrease in the perceived difficulty of mathematics for low

perceived ability girls thus defined. In column 1 of Table A.6, we present estimates generated using

students below the within-group median test score instead of the low perceived ability group. We

observe below-median girls assigned to a female teacher are 7.8 percentage points less likely to

find math very difficult. While these are smaller than the coefficients generated using the original

specification of low perceived ability, the estimates retain both their predicted sign and statistical

significance. Graphically, Figure A.2 gives the below-median analogue to Figure 2 and displays a

similar pattern.
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Table 2: Effects on beliefs and aspirations

Current math class perceived Aspires to jobs in art,
as very difficult art, design, or acting

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Girl x female teacher — -0.205*** — -0.110**
x low perceived ability (0.057) (0.056)

Female teacher x low — 0.100** — -0.031
perceived ability (0.046) (0.034)

Girl x female teacher -0.078*** -0.037 -0.011 0.008
(0.019) (0.017) (0.018) (0.019)

Girl x low perceived ability — 0.046 — 0.105***
(0.042) (0.034)

Girl 0.092*** 0.051*** 0.202*** 0.184***
(0.016) (0.013) (0.016) (0.017)

Female teacher 0.030 0.010 0.005 0.004
(0.020) (0.017) (0.018) (0.018)

Low perceived ability — 0.451*** — -0.003
(0.037) (0.026)

Mean for non-LPA boys 0.122 0.104
Number of observations 8,276 8,213

Notes: The regression specification used is given in equation 2, adding a control for the student’s
math test scores. Point estimates and their precision are largely unchanged by removing this final
control. Both dependent variables are coded as (0 = No , 1 = Yes). Robust standard errors clus-
tered at the school level are shown in parentheses. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01. Variation
in the number of observations here and in subsequent tables stems from missing values in the de-
pendent variable. Results are robust to restricting the sample to only observations with no missing
dependent variables.
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Figure 2: Low perceived ability students’ current perception of the difficulty of math, by gender of
student and math teacher
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Panel B: Non-low perceived ability students

Notes: This figure plots the students’ response to the prompt: “how difficult do you find your
current mathematics course to be?” by the gender of the student and teacher. Panel A shows a
clear rightward shift (towards lower perceived levels of difficulty in mathematics) for low perceived
ability girls assigned to a female teacher relative to all other teacher-student gender pairings. Panel
B shows no detectable difference in the perceived difficulty of the current math class among non-
low perceived ability students between girls assigned to female teachers and all other pairings.
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In columns 3 and 4 of Table 2, we present estimates of the effect of being assigned a female

math teacher on students’ aspirations to jobs traditionally associated with women. In column 3, the

coefficients suggest that while girls are more likely to aspire to these jobs, there is no detectable

effect of being assigned a female math teacher on girls’ aspirations. In column 4, however, we esti-

mate that for low perceived ability girls, being assigned a female math teacher is associated with an

11 percentage point decrease in aspiring to traditionally female jobs. The effects of being assigned

a female teacher on all other groups (low perceived ability boys, all other boys and girls) are at

least an order of magnitude smaller and insignificant. In Table A.5 the coefficient estimate using

the alternative specification of low perceived ability has the predicted sign but is not statistically

significant, and in Table A.6 we see no effect on aspirations for the below-median girls assigned to

female teachers.

We find no effects on girls’ aspirations to jobs in STEM fields, either for low perceived ability

children or the group as a whole, and so do not present the results. One potential explanation for

this is that because of the higher selectivity of the STEM fields, low ability children in our study

are not on the margin of aspiring to work in those fields. The model also suggests that it may be

much harder for teachers to change the beliefs of non-low perceived ability children who might be

closer to this other margin.

5.2 Investment in human capital

We next conduct a series of tests of the model’s prediction that teacher-student gender match should

positively change investment behavior for low perceived ability children. We test this using four

different dependent variables: students’ reported enrollment in math tutoring, their total hours

in tutoring (including, but not only, math tutoring), their hours spent on homework, and their

enrollment in math olympiad tutoring. We give these results in Table 3.

Estimates presented in column 1 suggest that, for low perceived ability girls, teacher-student

gender match is associated with a 9.1 percentage point increase in enrollment in math tutoring

(significant at the 10% level). Low perceived ability boys assigned to female teachers, on the
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other hand, spend substantially less time in tutoring than those assigned to male teachers. These

estimates of γ2 and γ3 also agree with our model’s predictions, though it is worth noting that the

total effect of being assigned a female teacher for low perceived ability girls, γ2 + γ3, is a 0.9

percentage point difference (essentially zero), meaning that they are on par with low perceived

ability students assigned to male teachers. In Section 6, we explore the possible sources (i.e.,

parents, teachers, or children) of this change in investment. Also, and again as predicted, we see a

much smaller and statistically insignificant estimate of β3, the [ girl x female teacher ] coefficient.

In columns 2 and 3, we present estimates of the effect of teacher-student gender match on

time use, first for weekly hours spent in tutoring, then for hours per week spent on homework. In

column 2, we find that teacher-student gender match generates a statistically significant increase

in the hours spent in tutoring for low perceived ability girls (three hours per week). We estimate

that being paired with a female math teacher leads to a non-significant decrease in hours spent in

tutoring for low perceived ability boys (1.5 hours). These results are only suggestive, however, as

the time use data is not specifically about math tutoring, but rather time spent in tutoring overall.

In column 3, we see no significant effect on hours spent on homework for either group.

In column 4, we estimate the effect of being assigned a female math teacher on enrollment in

math olympiad tutoring. This tutoring is designed for students who aim to develop advanced math

skills. Since the low perceived ability girls also have lower math test scores than their peers, it is

unlikely that the differences in beliefs apparently induced by a female math teacher would lead to

substantial gains in olympiad tutoring, which is targeted at students of relatively higher ability. On

the other hand, if role models also affect beliefs and behavior at the higher end of the perceived

ability spectrum, we may find an impact on olympiad tutoring for higher perceived ability girls.

In line with what our model predicts, we see no significant effect of being assigned a female math

teacher on enrollment in math olympiad tutoring among girls at any perceived ability level. Finally,

consistent with the posited negative influence of anti-girl stereotypes in math, girls in our sample

are 30% (1.8 percentage points) less likely to enroll in math olympiad tutoring than boys despite

girls’ superior performance on mathematics examinations.
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Table 3: Effects on investment in human capital

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Enrolled Hours Math
in math Hours in spent on olympiad
tutoring tutoring homework tutoring

Girl x female teacher 0.091* 3.057*** 0.392 0.000
x low perceived ability (0.052) (1.253) (1.595) (0.024)

Female teacher -0.082** -1.548 0.687 -0.014
x low perceived ability (0.036) (0.996) (1.353) (0.022)

Girl x female teacher 0.027 0.262 0.516 -0.006
(0.019) (0.363) (0.519) (0.011)

Girl x low perceived ability -0.054 -2.203*** -1.044 -0.001
(0.035) (0.933) (1.252) (0.018)

Girl 0.022 0.080 0.716* -0.018**
(0.016) (0.295) (0.403) (0.008)

Female teacher -0.012 -0.262 0.095 0.018
(0.023) (0.403) (0.467) (0.016)

Low perceived ability 0.041 1.231 0.081 0.008
(0.026) (0.832) (1.052) (0.016)

Mean for non-LPA boys 0.210 4.046 5.545 0.063
Number of observations 8,257 8,019 7,995 8,257

Notes: The regression specification used here is given in equation 2. The dependent variable is
given in the column headings. Dependent variables in columns 1 and 4 are coded as (0 = No , 1 =
Yes). Robust standard errors clustered at the school level are shown in parentheses. *p < 0.1, **p
< 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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5.3 Academic performance

In this subsection we examine the effect of teacher-student gender match on students’ performance

in mathematics. We present our main results in Table 4. The first column shows the estimates

generated from a version of equation 2 with no low perceived ability variables. The second column

shows estimates generated using the main specification, including the low perceived ability variable

and its various interaction terms on the right hand side, as specified in equation 2.

Our results bear out the predictions of our model. In column 1, the specification without the

low perceived ability girl interaction terms, we see a positive but not statistically significant effect

of teacher-student gender match on all girls: β3 = 0.093 SD (σ = 0.063). This point estimate

is well within the range of estimates generated in previous work (e.g., Dee, 2007; Muralidharan

and Sundararaman, 2011; Lim and Meer, 2017). In column 2, when we add the low perceived

ability interaction terms, we see again that the benefits estimated in column 1 appear to accrue

entirely to low perceived ability girls. Being assigned a female math teacher increases the math

test scores of low perceived ability girls by approximately 0.45 SD. In line with prediction 2 from

our conceptual framework, girls who do not perceive themselves to be low ability appear to gain no

gender-specific benefit from being assigned a female teacher (the coefficient estimate for β3 is less

than 0.01 SD). Consistent with prediction 3 and the patterns shown in the previous subsections, we

also see some evidence that low perceived ability boys’ test scores decline, though the estimate is

not significant and is a third of the size of the estimated effect for low perceived ability girls. While

our estimate of 0.45 SD is quite large, it is estimated for a subgroup that our conceptual framework

predicts is particularly likely to benefit from teacher-student gender match. Other work evaluating

interventions in developing countries that targeted either low performers or those in particularly

needy regions finds similarly large effects (Banerjee and Duflo, 2007; Burde and Linden, 2013).

Next, in Figure 3, we show a kernel density plot of math test scores for the four different

teacher-student gender pairings (G f : T f , G f : T m, Gm : T f , and Gm : T m). Girls assigned to

a female math teacher outperform all other pairings, but only in (roughly) the left half of the

distribution. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test rejects the equality of the G f : T f distribution from the
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Table 4: Effects on math test scores

(1) (2)

Girl x female teacher — 0.446***
x low perceived ability (0.166)

Female teacher — -0.147
x low perceived ability (0.129)

Girl x female teacher 0.093 0.007
(0.063) (0.054)

Girl x low perceived ability — -0.019
(0.125)

Girl 0.068 0.125***
(0.057) (0.049)

Female teacher 0.155** 0.185***
(0.074) (0.068)

Low perceived ability — -0.806***
(0.084)

Mean for non-LPA boys 7.024 7.024
Number of observations 8,345 8,294

Notes: The dependent variable is the student’s math test score, shown here with the standard
deviation standardized to 1 for comparability with other relevant studies. Robust standard errors
clustered at the school level are shown in parentheses, and the coefficients are estimated using the
specification in equation 2. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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Figure 3: Distribution of math test scores by teacher-student gender pairing
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Notes: This figure plots the distribution of students’ scores on math midterm examinations by the
four possible teacher-student gender pairings. A gaussian kernel was used to generate the density
plots. Test scores are standardized within each grade, within a given school, so that ten points is
one standard deviation and the mean is 70.

combined distribution of the test scores of students in other teacher-student gender pairings with

a p-value of less than 0.001. To formalize these patterns, we present quantile regression results in

Figure 4, estimating equation 2 without any of the independent variables related to low perceived

ability and recovering coefficient estimates of β3 and the corresponding confidence interval at

every fifth centile between the fifth and 95th. Consistent with our visual inspection of Figure 3, the

quantile regression results show that the gains from teacher-student gender match accrue to those

girls in the left half of the distribution, with the largest gains accruing to those in the first quartile.

Note that even the largest of these quantile estimates are smaller than the estimate of γ3 in Table

4. We interpret this as further evidence of the contribution our model, which predicts the largest

benefits among the low perceived ability children, as opposed to merely those children who place
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Figure 4: Quantile regression results for math test scores
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Note: This figure presents coefficient estimates and standard errors of β3, estimated at every fifth
quantile from the fifth to 95th, using equation 2 but removing the low perceived ability controls
and their interactions (i.e., all of the terms with γ coefficients). The dependent variable is midterm
math test score.

lower in the true ability distribution.

In column 4 of Tables A.5 and A.6, we estimate a smaller but still positive and significant

effect of teacher-student gender match on math test scores for our alternative specifications of low

perceived ability. While the below-median and quartile results are both sizable, the framework

in Section 2 predicts that it is specifically among the low perceived ability girls, not just the low

performers, that we should see the largest difference. Results from both specifications of low

perceived ability bear out this prediction.
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5.4 Persistence of effects

A year after the first wave of CEPS data was collected, the CEPS collected a second wave of data

from the subset of children who were in the seventh grade during the first wave. This data includes

perceived difficulty of current math class, time spent in math tutoring, job aspirations, and score

on the standardized eighth grade midterm math test. This allows us to estimate the impact of

teacher-student gender match, one year later, for this subset of students.

We estimate the impact of teacher-student gender match in grade 7 on these downstream out-

comes, presenting results in Table 5. We find that while the estimated impact of female math

teachers on low perceived ability girls’ perceived difficulty of math and hours spent in tutoring dis-

appears, the estimated effects on aspirations and test scores persist, and are of similar magnitude

to estimated effects on these outcomes in the seventh grade.

Unfortunately, our sample size is heavily constrained - the second wave contains less than two

thirds of the original sample. Furthermore, because of the small sample size of the low perceived

ability group and the further splitting of the sample into male and female teachers in 8th grade, we

are unable to use this data to precisely estimate the effects of having two female math teachers, or

a male math teacher in the seventh grade and a female math teacher in the eighth.

6 Alternative explanations and limitations

In this section, we conduct a series of analyses to test for evidence of a series of alternative expla-

nations for the results presented in the previous section. Our results suggest that the estimates we

present in Section 5 are the result of the information sent by the teacher about each student’s ability,

and not the teacher’s effort, teaching methods, or differential allocation of resources to students by

gender. We then provide a discussion of the main limitations of our analysis.
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Table 5: Persistence of effects of teacher-student gender match after one year

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Perceived Aspires to Hours per Eighth grade
difficulty jobs in week spent midterm
of current art and in math math test
math class design tutoring score

Girl x female teacher 0.030 -0.116 1.051 0.421***
x low perceived ability (0.081) (0.073) (1.695) (0.174)

Female teacher 0.083 0.026 0.094 -0.228
x low perceived ability (0.060) (0.041) (1.253) (0.149)

Girl x female teacher -0.004 -0.002 -0.415 0.027
(0.038) (0.027) (0.595) (0.075)

Girl x low perceived ability -0.010 0.110* -1.013 0.025
(0.058) (0.062) (1.206) (0.130)

Girl 0.093*** 0.236*** -0.047 0.181***
(0.032) (0.024) (0.480) (0.063)

Female teacher -0.019 0.034** -0.915 0.230***
(0.030) (0.016) (0.639) (0.081)

Low perceived ability 0.096** -0.010 -0.577 -0.803***
(0.048) (0.032) (0.999) (0.111)

Mean for non-LPA boys 0.458 0.090 5.902 7.007
Number of observations 5,107 5,112 5,075 5,282

Note: this table shows estimated impacts of the impact of teacher-student gender match in the
seventh grade on outcomes measured in the eighth grade. Dependent variables in columns 1 and
2 are coded as (0 = No , 1 = Yes). The test score results in column 4 are presented in SD units.
Robust standard errors clustered at the school level are shown in parentheses, and the coefficients
are estimated using the specification in equation 2. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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6.1 Alternative explanations

In this subsection we perform a series of analyses looking for evidence of alternative explanations

for the patterns we observe. The intuition behind these tests is that the effects we estimate in

the previous section could be driven by either teacher-specific characteristics or teacher conduct

instead of by the effect of the teacher serving as a role model. We test for the following possibilities:

one, that female math teachers give more attention to low perceived ability girls than do male

teachers; two, that female math teachers are merely better teachers and it is these skill differentials

which drive the observed effects; three, that our effect estimates are driven by female teachers

exerting more effort than male teachers; and four, that our findings are driven by differences in

teaching methods between female and male teachers.

First we investigate whether female teachers in our sample favor girls with more praise and

attention (Beaman et al., 2009; Hoffmann and Oreopoulos, 2009; Jones and Wheatley, 1990). The

CEPS collects students’ recall of how frequently their current math teacher asks them questions

and their recall of how frequently the teacher praises them in the classroom. In Table 6 we present

results from estimating equation 2 using these two measures as outcome variables.17 Our results

show that while female teachers are slightly more likely to ask students questions than male teach-

ers, there is no evidence that female teachers favor low perceived ability girls either with more

opportunities to respond to questions or more praise.

The second possibility is that female teachers are simply better teachers, and it is teaching

skill that drives the gains we observe for girls with low perceived ability. To test for this, we

generate two sets of results. First, we replace the teacher-student gender match variable (i.e., girl

x female math teacher) in our estimating equation with an interaction term for girl x math teacher

who won an award. We show these results in Table 7. These results do not show any evidence of

“better” teachers having a positive effect on perceived difficulty, aspirations, stereotypical beliefs,

or performance of low perceived ability girls. To probe this further, we also conduct a horse race

17Responses are coded on a four-point scale, ranging from one for “strongly disagree” to four for “strongly agree.”
We break this into a binary variable, mapping strongly agree and somewhat agree to one, and somewhat disagree and
strongly disagree to zero. The results we show are not sensitive to recoding the middle values in either direction.
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Table 6: Robustness checks - teacher attention

(1) (2)
Is called on Is praised

frequently in frequently in
math class math class

Girl x female teacher 0.035 -0.083
x low perceived ability (0.080) (0.069)

Female teacher -0.084 -0.022
x low perceived ability (0.055) (0.043)

Girl x female teacher 0.008 0.030
(0.025) (0.024)

Girl 0.012 0.022
x low perceived ability (0.053) (0.048)

Girl -0.030 -0.055***
(0.022) (0.020)

Female teacher 0.057 0.024
(0.035) (0.036)

Low perceived ability -0.077* -0.097***
(0.043) (0.030)

Mean for non-LPA boys 0.635 0.513
Number of observations 8,237 8,246

Notes: The regression specification used here is given in equation 2, again with the addition of
the midterm math test score. For Column 1, the dependent variable is the response, on a four
point scale from one, strongly disagree, to four, strongly agree, to the prompt “the teacher calls
on me frequently.” We code this as 0/1 for disagree/agree. Column 2’s dependent variable, with
the same scale and coding, is the response to the prompt “the teacher often praises me.” Robust
standard errors clustered at the school level are shown in parentheses. All regressions control for
the student’s math test scores, but the point estimates and their precision are largely unchanged by
removing this control. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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Table 7: Teacher aptitude

(1) (2) (3)
Perceived Aspires to Midterm
difficulty jobs in math
of current art and test
math class design score

Girl x award-winning teacher 0.040 0.105 -0.072
x low perceived ability (0.068) (0.068) (0.168)

Award-winning teacher -0.037 -0.018 0.157
x low perceived ability (0.055) (0.035) (0.134)

Girl x award-winning teacher -0.012 -0.064*** 0.049
(0.015) (0.019) (0.052)

Girl -0.070 0.006 0.229*
x low perceived ability (0.049) (0.042) (0.133)

Girl 0.033*** 0.219*** 0.108***
(0.010) (0.015) (0.037)

Award-winning teacher 0.005 0.055*** -0.081
(0.021) (0.019) (0.092)

Low perceived ability 0.519*** -0.013 -0.956***
(0.039) (0.024) (0.099)

Mean for non-LPA boys 0.122 0.104 7.024
Number of observations 8,276 8,213 8,294

Notes: The dependent variable in question is given in the column heading. Dependent variables in
columns 1 and 2 are coded as (0 = No , 1 = Yes). The test score results in column 3 are presented
in SD units. Robust standard errors clustered at the school level are shown in parentheses, and the
coefficients are estimated using the specification in equation 2. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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regression, reverting to the original specification in equation 2 and adding a term to the right hand

side interacting the award-winning teacher and the teacher-student gender match dummies. We

find the interaction term is negative and insignificant, while γ3 is of similar magnitude (e.g., for the

test score results, 0.3 SD or larger) and retains its statistical significance.18 We generate (but do

not show) similar results for two separate specifications. The first swaps the receipt of a teaching

award with years of experience; the second, with holding a degree from a teacher training (normal)

university. These analyses similarly show no impact of teacher accolades affecting either low

perceived ability student outcomes or any evidence that their inclusion in the regression changes

the magnitude of our estimate of γ3.

Next, we investigate the possibility that teacher effort drives our results. The CEPS collects

self reported time use data from teachers. We use the following data points: first, how many

hours teachers spend preparing for class and grading homework, respectively. We use these as

proxies for how much “effort” the teacher chooses to expend. Second, how many hours the teacher

spends lecturing. We use this as a scale variable - schools determine how many classes the teacher

is responsible for, which is the denominator by which we scale our raw measure of effort. We

generate three measures of effort: one, [hours in preparation: hours in class]; two, [hours grading:

hours in class]; and three, [(hours in preparation + hours grading): hours in class]. We use these to

estimate the effect of differential effort levels, between teachers within a given school, on student

outcomes. We estimate the effects of effort in the same way we estimate the effects of teacher-

student gender match, only now our independent variable of interest is the interaction of teacher

effort and student gender. Because of the volume of results this generates, we describe the results

here and present the results, in tabular form, in the appendix (Tables A.7, A.8, and A.9). Our

results show that, for the same dependent variables - perceived difficulty of math, enrollment in

math tutoring, and the math midterm exam score - we are unable to find a significant relationship

between any of our teacher effort measures and child outcomes with the predicted pattern of effects

among low perceived ability children.19

18For brevity, results in tabular form are available from the authors but not included in this manuscript.
19We cannot entirely exclude an alternative explanation for this pattern: teachers who expend less effort in terms of
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Finally, we look at the impact of teachers’ use of different methods of teaching on low per-

ceived ability girls and boys. This tests for the possibility that the effects we observe are driven

merely by female teachers employing different methods - e.g., engaging with students in a differ-

ent way - which may affect low perceived ability girls and boys differentially. The CEPS records

teachers’ response to the following question: “how often do you use [teaching method]: never,

sometimes, often, or always?” The question is asked separately for each of three methods, “lec-

turing,” “small group discussion,” and “interactive discussion between teacher and students.” The

latter two options involve more interaction between the student and teacher and so we expect, a

priori, for them to have a larger effect on the low performing girls if teaching method does in fact

drive the results in Section 5. As with the student engagement variables, there are four possible

responses for how often teachers use these methods - never, sometimes, often, and always. We

code these as a binary variable, with “often” and “always” mapping to one and the other responses

to zero. Table A.10 shows estimates of the effect of teachers’ use of these methods on perceived

difficulty of math and midterm math test scores. We see no positive effect of using either method

on low perceived ability girls’ outcomes.

6.2 Limitations

In this subsection, we outline a few limitations of our analysis. First, this study looks at the

effects of teacher-student gender match in mathematics, a subject where girls face longstanding

stereotypes against their ability. A good ancillary test of our theory would be to test for effects

of teacher-student gender match on beliefs and test performance in English and Chinese, subjects

without stereotypes. Unfortunately, the very small number of male English or Chinese teachers in

our data prevents us from using our identification strategy, which clusters at the grade-by-school

level, to precisely test for such effects. We present the distribution of Chinese and English test

scores by teacher-student gender pairing in Figure A.3, and note that the large difference seen in

the math scores of low perceived ability girls assigned to female teachers is not apparent; overall,

out of class hours may merely be more productive with their time.
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we see some evidence of (substantially smaller) effects of teacher-student gender match on beliefs

and test scores in these two subjects. Whether because of small actual effect sizes, because of the

large standard errors and the reduced sample size - we have to exclude grades in schools without

at least one male Chinese or English teacher - we are unable to reject a zero effect.

Second, we observe a change in children’s enrollment in tutoring which admits several possible

explanations. One possible explanation at odds with our interpretation of the results is that parents’

and/or teachers’ compensatory actions, including but not limited to enrolling low perceived ability

boys (girls) in less (more) tutoring, causes the changes in child outcomes. While this may play

some role for some students, the patterns in our empirical results and a few facts about the Chi-

nese context suggest this is unlikely to be the most important driver of our empirical results. First,

our analyses of teacher effort and interaction with students by gender show no evidence of differ-

ential teacher attention or effort affecting low perceived ability children. Second, were parents’

compensatory behavior to drive this pattern, parents of boys assigned to female teachers would

be responding by withdrawing their children from tutoring while the parents of girls assigned to

female teachers respond by increasing enrollment in tutoring. Our explanation is that these results

come from a difference in children’s enthusiasm, effort, and belief in themselves, generated by the

role model effect of being assigned a same-gendered teacher for low perceived ability girls and, for

low perceived ability boys, the identity threat of encountering a woman teaching subject in which

stereotypes suggest men are superior. These explanations are rooted in existing empirical and the-

oretical evidence from both economics and psychology (e.g., Bettinger and Long, 2005; Nixon and

Robinson, 1999; Paredes, 2014; Lybbert and Wydick, 2016b; Bian et al., 2017). Lastly, we study

a context - Chinese middle schools - where existing evidence suggests children are often actively

involved in their educational decisions. Loyalka et al. (2013) find that an information intervention

providing students in a different set of Chinese middle schools with estimated labor market returns

to different levels of education affected these students’ propensity to drop out of middle school.

This evidence is consistent with the notion that children in Chinese middle schools make at least

some of their own educational decisions.
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7 Conclusion

In this paper, we study how stereotypes and role models affect the formation of children’s beliefs

about their ability and how this affects their performance in mathematics. We model this process

and generate a set of three predictions, which center around one key intuition: children who per-

ceive themselves to be of low ability in math are the most likely to be affected by being assigned a

female math teacher. We test these predictions using nationally representative data from Chinese

middle schools, and our empirical results bear out the model’s predictions. We find that low per-

ceived ability girls benefit from being assigned a female math teacher, and low perceived ability

boys are harmed by being assigned a female math teacher. Female math teachers appear to have

little effect for students, regardless of gender, who do not perceive themselves to be of low ability.

Our paper generates two main messages. First, it shows that even in the increasingly common

case of a reverse gender gap, i.e., where girls outperform boys, pro-male gender stereotypes may

persist and harm the most vulnerable. This finding has clear implications for the assignment of

students to teachers in subjects where such stereotypes persist. Second, it adds to a growing body of

research studying how information affects aspirations, educational decisions, and outcomes (e.g.,

Bernard et al., 2014; Lusher et al., 2015; Lybbert and Wydick, 2016b; Genicot and Ray, 2017).

As a whole, this work shows that the informational environment a child faces and, specifically, the

presence of a plausible example of success, may be a key lever for changing beliefs, increasing

effort, and improving performance in school, particularly for children who are uncertain of their

own ability to succeed. More broadly, our study suggests that role models and the information they

provide are likely an important input into the production of human capital; our results show that

this is even more important among groups who, for various historical or socioeconomic reasons,

may have their beliefs about their own ability artificially suppressed by exposure to certain types

of information, such as stereotypes.
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Appendix - for online publication only

Appendix A: Appendix tables

Table A.1: Summary statistics for students

(1) (2) (3)
All Female Male

Female (%) 48.71 - -

Age 13.22 13.16 13.27

Minority (%) 11.31 11.78 10.86

Agricultural hukou (%) 48.44 47.55 49.28

Father’s years of education 10.69 10.75 10.62

Father’s highest level of schooling (%)
Primary or below 13.77 13.46 14.07
Middle school 41.14 40.93 41.33
High school/technical school 25.43 25.04 25.79
College or above 19.66 20.57 18.81

Mother’s years of education 9.97 10.08 9.87

Mother’s highest level of schooling (%)
Primary or below 22.1 20.34 23.76
Middle school 38.11 39.7 36.59
High school/technical school 22.92 22.58 23.25
College or above 16.87 17.37 16.4

Number of siblings 0.69 0.75 0.64

Low household income / poor (%) 18.11 16.97 19.18

Math test score 70.25 70.94 69.59

Number of observations 8,345 4,065 4,280

Note: This table uses only data from the main estimation sample in the paper, described in Section
4.1.
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Table A.2: Summary statistics for teachers

(1) (2) (3)
All Female Male

Female (%) 61.35 - -

Age 37.94 36.95 39.5

Education level (%)
Associate college or below 12.56 7.87 20
Part-time four-year university 34.78 33.07 37.5
Full-time four-year university 48.79 54.33 40
Master’s degree or higher 3.86 4.72 2.5

Attended a normal university (%) 94.2 92.13 97.5

Years of teaching experience 16.8 15.72 18.53

Holds a senior professional rank (%) 23.67 24.41 22.5

Won teaching award (%)
At the province or national level 14.01 14.96 12.5
At the city level 43.96 42.52 46.25

Observations 207 127 80

Notes: This table compares observable teacher characteristics across teacher gender. This table
also uses only data from the main estimation sample in the paper, described in Section 4.1.
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Table A.3: Tests for gender-specific teacher quality

(1) (2)

Age -0.010 -0.018
0.009 0.030

Has B.A. 0.122 0.055
0.078 0.249

Went to teachers’ college -0.242* -0.222
0.131 0.216

Years of experience 0.001 0.015
0.008 0.027

Won award at province level 0.099 0.161
0.115 0.387

Won award at city level -0.027 -0.108
0.073 0.255

Number of observations 207 207

R-squared 0.06 0.70

Joint test F-statistic 2.31 0.25
[p-value] [ 0.04] [ 0.96]

Grade-by-school fixed effects X

Notes: This table shows coefficient and standard error estimates from regressing teacher gender on
the predetermined teachers characteristics listed in the first column and conducting a Wald Test for
their joint significance, similar to the results shown in Table 1 for student characteristics. *p < 0.1,
**p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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Table A.4: Background characteristics, summarized by gender and perceived ability

Perceived ability
Low Not low

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Girls Boys Girls Boys

Age 13.50 13.52 13.13 13.26

Ethnic minority 0.23 0.19 0.11 0.10

Holds agricultural hukou 0.56 0.64 0.47 0.49

Number of siblings 1.06 0.93 0.72 0.63

Low household income / poor 0.30 0.30 0.16 0.19

Father’s years of schooling 9.47 9.30 10.86 10.68

Mother’s years of schooling 8.41 8.41 10.21 9.92

Number of observations 536 471 3,934 4,351

Notes: this table shows group-specific means for the low perceived ability girls and boys in our
sample and, separately, for those who are not low perceived ability.
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Table A.5: Replicating main results, using alternative definition of low perceived ability

(1) (2) (3)
Perceived Aspires to Midterm
difficulty jobs in math
of current art and test
math class design score

Girl x female teacher x low perc- -0.113*** -0.053 0.274***
eived ability (alternate definition) (0.040) (0.036) (0.109)

Female teacher 0.027 0.012 -0.110
x LPA alternate definition (0.032) (0.018) (0.086)

Girl x female teacher -0.025 0.014 -0.039
(0.016) (0.022) (0.061)

Girl x LPA alternate definition 0.078*** 0.076*** -0.065
(0.031) (0.026) (0.077)

Girl 0.021 0.169*** 0.212***
(0.013) (0.019) (0.053)

Female teacher 0.017 0.000 0.190***
(0.018) (0.018) (0.067)

Low perceived ability 0.180*** -0.015 -0.647***
(alternate definition) (0.025) (0.014) (0.064)

Mean for non-LPA boys 0.094 0.100 7.137
Number of observations 8,276 8,213 8,294

Notes: The dependent variable in question is given in the column heading. Dependent variables in
columns 1 and 2 are coded as (0 = No , 1 = Yes). The test score results in column 3 are presented
in SD units. Robust standard errors clustered at the school level are shown in parentheses, and the
coefficients are estimated using the specification in equation 2. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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Table A.6: Replicating main results, using below median test score instead of perceived ability

(1) (2) (3)
Perceived Aspires to Midterm
difficulty jobs in math
of current art and test
math class design score

Girl x female teacher -0.078*** 0.009 0.111*
x below median (0.027) (0.034) (0.057)

Female teacher 0.007 -0.004 0.087***
x below median (0.024) (0.019) (0.033)

Girl x female teacher -0.039** -0.013 0.012
(0.017) (0.022) (0.029)

Girl x below median 0.068*** 0.026 0.056
(0.022) (0.026) (0.046)

Girl 0.058*** 0.188*** 0.047**
(0.014) (0.019) (0.024)

Female teacher 0.026 0.006 0.061**
(0.020) (0.018) (0.030)

Below median -0.031 -0.002 -1.653***
(0.021) (0.023) (0.029)

Mean for above median boys 0.069 0.085 7.757
Number of observations 8,300 8,251 8,345

Notes: The dependent variable in question is given in the column heading. Dependent variables in
columns 1 and 2 are coded as (0 = No , 1 = Yes). The test score results in column 3 are presented
in SD units. Robust standard errors clustered at the school level are shown in parentheses, and the
coefficients are estimated using the specification in equation 2. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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Table A.7: Teacher effort 1

(1) (2) (3)
Perceived Enrolled in Midterm
difficulty after-school math
of current math test
math class tutoring score

Hours prep: hours in class 0.037 0.021 -0.062
x low perceived ability x girl (0.056) (0.033) (0.123)

Hours prep: hours in class -0.018 -0.006 0.152**
x low perceived ability (0.032) (0.024) (0.076)

Hours prep: hours in class -0.007 -0.011 0.051
x girl (0.007) (0.012) (0.032)

Girl x low perceived ability -0.093 -0.030 0.283
(0.073) (0.055) (0.177)

Girl 0.036*** 0.051*** 0.075
(0.011) (0.018) (0.048)

Hours prep: hours in class 0.019* -0.033*** -0.097*
(0.011) (0.010) (0.058)

Low perceived ability 0.520*** 0.003 -1.055***
(0.046) (0.031) (0.108)

Mean for non-LPA boys 0.122 0.210 7.024
Number of observations 8,212 8,193 8,230

Notes: The dependent variable in question is given in the column heading. Dependent variables in
columns 1 and 2 are coded as (0 = No , 1 = Yes). The test score results in column 3 are presented
in SD units. Robust standard errors clustered at the school level are shown in parentheses, and the
coefficients are estimated using the specification in equation 2. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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Table A.8: Teacher effort 2

(1) (2) (3)
Perceived Enrolled in Midterm
difficulty after-school math
of current math test
math class tutoring score

Hours grading: hours in class 0.013 0.022 -0.099
x low perceived ability x girl (0.042) (0.050) (0.130)

Hours grading: hours in class -0.053 0.000 0.149*
x low perceived ability (0.036) (0.030) (0.087)

Hours grading: hours in class -0.011 0.006 0.051*
x girl (0.007) (0.012) (0.030)

Girl x low perceived ability -0.071 -0.031 0.319*
(0.064) (0.055) (0.186)

Girl 0.041*** 0.034** 0.075*
(0.011) (0.017) (0.045)

Hours grading: hours in class 0.014 -0.004 0.075
(0.013) (0.016) (0.057)

Low perceived ability 0.559*** -0.004 -1.050***
(0.051) (0.034) (0.122)

Mean for non-LPA boys 0.122 0.210 7.024
Number of observations 8,212 8,193 8,230

Notes: The dependent variable in question is given in the column heading. Dependent variables in
columns 1 and 2 are coded as (0 = No , 1 = Yes). The test score results in column 3 are presented
in SD units. Robust standard errors clustered at the school level are shown in parentheses, and the
coefficients are estimated using the specification in equation 2. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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Table A.9: Teacher effort 3

(1) (2) (3)
Perceived Enrolled in Midterm
difficulty after-school math
of current math test
math class tutoring score

Hours prep + grading: hours in class 0.016 0.016 -0.053
x low perceived ability x girl (0.032) (0.022) (0.076)

Hours prep + grading: hours in class -0.024 -0.002 0.105**
x low perceived ability (0.022) (0.016) (0.051)

Hours prep + grading: hours in class -0.006* -0.001 0.033*
x girl (0.004) (0.007) (0.018)

Girl x low perceived ability -0.090 -0.040 0.334
(0.082) (0.058) (0.212)

Girl 0.042*** 0.043** 0.057
(0.012) (0.019) (0.050)

Hours prep + grading: hours in class 0.012* -0.015* -0.020
(0.006) (0.008) (0.035)

Low perceived ability 0.554*** -0.000 -1.121***
(0.058) (0.036) (0.134)

Mean for non-LPA boys 0.122 0.210 7.024
Number of observations 8,212 8,193 8,230

Notes: The dependent variable in question is given in the column heading. Dependent variables in
columns 1 and 2 are coded as (0 = No , 1 = Yes). The test score results in column 3 are presented
in SD units. Robust standard errors clustered at the school level are shown in parentheses, and the
coefficients are estimated using the specification in equation 2. *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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Table A.10: Teaching method

Discuss in Students and teacher
small groups "interactively" discuss

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Perceived Midterm Perceived Midterm
difficulty math difficulty math
of current test of current test
math class score math class score

Uses teaching method 0.011 -0.103 0.048 -0.157
x girl x LPA (0.063) (0.153) (0.066) (0.155)

Uses teaching 0.028 0.001 -0.030 -0.115
method x LPA (0.048) (0.123) (0.050) (0.131)

Uses teaching method -0.008 0.022 -0.033 -0.052
x girl (0.013) (0.049) (0.022) (0.062)

Girl x LPA -0.056 0.254** -0.083* 0.310***
(0.048) (0.122) (0.043) (0.109)

Girl 0.031*** 0.119*** 0.053*** 0.167***
(0.011) (0.033) (0.020) (0.054)

Uses teaching method 0.011 -0.046 0.007 -0.014
(0.020) (0.095) (0.028) (0.116)

Low perceived 0.488*** -0.889*** 0.520*** -0.801***
ability (LPA) (0.027) (0.089) (0.035) (0.107)

Mean for non-LPA boys 0.122 7.024 0.122 7.024
Number of observations 8,257 8,275 8,251 8,268

Notes: The dependent variable in question is given in the column heading. Dependent variables
in columns 1 and 3 are coded as (0 = No , 1 = Yes). The test score results in columns 2 and
4 are presented in SD units. Robust standard errors clustered at the school level are shown in
parentheses, and the coefficients are estimated using the specification in equation 2. *p < 0.1, **p
< 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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Appendix B: Appendix figures
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Figure A.1: Predicted test score distributions, by perceived ability
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Density 
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Boys Girls

Panel B: Not low perceived ability

Notes: to generate these figures, we regress test scores on the vector of student-level predetermined
characteristics and, using these coefficients, generate a predicted test score for each student. We
then plot these using a gaussian kernel for each perceived ability-gender group.
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Figure A.2: Effect of teacher-student gender match on student beliefs, for those below within-
group median test score
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Notes: this figure shows the same analysis as reported in Figure 2, only limiting the sample instead
to those below the within-group median math test score.
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Figure A.3: Distribution of English and Chinese test scores by teacher-student gender pairing
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Notes: this figure shows the analogue to Figure 3 for English and Chinese scores. Note that the
large difference between girls assigned to female teachers and all other pairings does not appear
hear to the same extent that it does for math scores.
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Appendix C: A more formal version of our conceptual frame-

work

To capture the discrete nature of investment behavior below and above r, and for ease of exposition,

we divide beliefs about ri into a discrete variable At
i, the belief of individual i about her ability at

time t ∈ {1,2}:

Ai
t =


L i f ri < r

H i f ri ≥ r
(3)

Our object of interest is a set of conditional probabilities P(Ai
2 = H|Gi,Ai

1,T
i), where the con-

ditions relate to the gender of the student, her/his perceived ability in mathematics at time t = 1,

and the gender of the middle school math teacher. We define student gender as Gi ∈ {G f ,Gm},

where f and m indicate the student is female or male, respectively. We define teacher’s gen-

der as T i ∈ {T f ,T m}, where the superscript again indicates gender. In the data we see that

P(Ai
t = H|G f ) < P(Ai

t = H|Gm), that is, girls have lower perceived ability in math than boys.

Specifically, despite performing better on math tests than boys, girls are nearly 10 percentage

points more likely to report that they find math at least somewhat difficult.20 Furthermore, girls to

the left of the median math test score are 15 percentage points more likely than girls to the right of

the median to believe that boys are better at math than girls (54% vs. 39%).

Along with these data, we make four simple assumptions that allow us to generate the three

predictions we test in our data.

Assumption 1: Given that girls have slightly better math test scores than boys, we assume that

at least some of the gap in perceived math ability by gender is due to exposure to negative gender

stereotypes.

Assumption 2: all teachers attempt to send the message that, with enough investment, a student

can succeed in math, i.e., their goal is to convince students that P(Ai
t = H). Note that in this

20Girls outperform boys in all subjects in our data, but this gap is smallest in math. In a separate paper (Eble and
Hu, 2018), we study the contributors to this pattern and the tension between gendered beliefs about ability and actual
performance in mathematics by gender.
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framework, P(Ai
t = H) signifies only that it is in the student’s best interest to invest in her human

capital, not that she is exceptionally gifted.

Assumption 3: P(Ai
t = H|Gx,T x) > P(Ai

t = H|Gx,T∼x) for x ∈ { f ,m}, that is, encountering a

same-gendered math teacher delivers a more credible signal that the individual is likely to be H

than a teacher of the other gender. We base this on the notion that a message sent by a teacher who

shares an identity with the student provides a higher signal to noise ratio than that sent by a teacher

with whom the student has no shared identity.21

Assumption 4: P(Ai
t = H|G f ) > ζ , where ζ is some probability strictly greater than zero,

ensuring that girls do not perceive themselves to be so unlikely to be of high ability that they will

not update in response to a signal (that is, they are not in the leftmost portion of Figure A.4).

From this, and the empirical fact that boys in our sample are on average more likely to perceive

themselves as high ability in math, we get E(|ri− r| | Ai
1 = L) < E(|ri− r| | Ai

1 = H). In prose:

that those classified as low perceived ability are, in expectation, closer to the margin of deciding

whether or not to invest in human capital than those not classified as low perceived ability.

Prediction 1: P(Ai
2 = H|G f ,T f )− P(Ai

1 = H|G f ) > P(Ai
2 = H|Gm,T z)− P(Ai

1 = H|Gm),

where z ∈ { f ,m}. In prose, we predict that girls assigned to a female math teacher should up-

date their prior on their ability to productively invest more than boys assigned to either a female or

male math teacher. This is a direct consequent of the part of girls’ lower perceived ability in math

due to exposure to stereotypes, Assumption 4, and Bayes’ rule.

Prediction 2:

P(Ai
2 = H|G f ,Ai

1 = L,T f )−P(Ai
2 = H|G f ,Ai

1 = L,T m)>

P(Ai
2 = H|G f ,Ai

1 = H,T f )−P(Ai
2 = H|G f ,Ai

1 = H,T m)

This prediction states that low-perceived ability girls will make larger (that is, more positive) up-

dates to their prior than high perceived ability girls in response to encountering a female math

teacher, as opposed to a male one. This prediction comes from Assumptions 3 and 4, and is de-

21These predictions are also derived in work on the psychological concept of “Social Impact Theory” (Latane,
1981).
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rived from a basic tenet of information theory: information that is relatively new to the receiver

generates a larger update to the prior than it would among receivers for whom the information is

less novel.22 Seen through the lens of Bayesian updating, high perceived ability girls have a much

higher P(Ai
1 = H) than low perceived ability girls. As a result, the same information causes much

smaller updates for high perceived ability girls than for low perceived ability girls; Figure A.4

shows this result.

Corollary: depending on the proximity of ri to r, we should also see increases in si and aca-

demic performance among the low perceived ability girls assigned to female math teachers.

Prediction 3: P(Ai
2 = H|Gm,Ai

1 = L,T f )< P(Ai
2 = H|Gm,Ai

1 = L,T m), that is, being assigned

a female math teacher, as opposed to a male one, will reduce low perceived ability boys’ belief

in their ability to productively invest in themselves. This is derived from Assumption 1, that

some of boys’ greater confidence comes from exposure to gender stereotypes and so evidence in

contradiction of those stereotypes will cause them to revise their beliefs downward. It can also be

derived from the psychological concept of identity threat, which refers to the negative response

(low performance, reduced effort) that occurs when members of a privileged group see a threat to

the status quo (Scheepers and Ellemers, 2005). In our context, the existing stereotype posits that

boys are better at learning math than girls. Low perceived ability boys, confronted with the dual

threats of an increase in the difficulty of math when they enter middle school (described in the next

section) and the appearance of a female math teacher, may interpret these as signals that threaten

their perception of the status quo that, as boys, they are better than girls in learning math.

22That is, low perceived ability girls exposed to an example of success see it as more novel than do high perceived
ability girls, who in themselves already have an example of success.
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Figure A.4: Mapping of prior to size of update
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Notes: this figure shows the mapping from a girl’s prior that she is of high ability, P(Ai
t = H|G f ),

to the update of that prior in response to encountering a female math teacher. The assumptions
used to generate this figure are P(G f ,T f |Ai

t = H) = 0.6 and P(G f ,T f |Ai
t = L) = 0.2, but the right-

skewness of the mapping holds more generally under P(G f ,T f |Ai
t = H)> P(G f ,T f |Ai

t = L).
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Appendix D: Description of balanced assignment rule

Assume that one middle school has a total of 200 incoming seventh-grade students, who will be

assigned to five classes. Students are first ranked by their total scores on primary school graduation

examinations and then are assigned to classes according to their score ranks in an alternating way -

for the first five students, student 1 is assigned to class 1, student 2 is assigned to class 2, and so on

until student 5. Then, student 6 is assigned to class 5, student 7 to class 4, an on until student 10 is

assigned to class 1. Then the original order repeats, so that student 11 is assigned to class 1, student

12 to class 2, and on until student 15. At student 16, the order once again reverses, and so on, so as

to avoid bifurcation of classrooms (that is, avoiding the case where the best and worst students are

placed together in some classrooms and mid-level performers are placed together in others). This

is described nicely in He et al. (2017), who, along with Hu (2015) and Gong et al. (2018), also

exploit this quasi-random assignment of students to classes in Chinese middle schools.
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